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Course Description 
This course examines the practical legal aspects that impact upon a businessperson beginning 
with the type of business “vehicle”: from the sole proprietor up to the company and “body 
corporate”. This course offers strong and practical legal grounding on the issues that touch every 
business. The course will look at the most current developments in business law, as well as the 
increasing importance of information technology, the internet, intellectual property, and legal 
issues concerning small businesses. Collateral issues will also be examined such as the ensuing 
legal obligations of a business with a particular emphasis on the formation and application of 
contracts as well as proving the existence of a contract, default and damages for non-
performance up to the “final days” of a business, from bankruptcies, to voluntary sales and 
closures. 

Course Objectives 
To provide students with an outlook of all the relevant legal issues that affects all 
businesspersons while running a business. 

Teaching Methods 

Socratic course: Normally the class is delivered in a traditional Socratic method of teaching based 
on questions to class. However, depending on the context of the fall of 2020 (Covid-19), the 
course could start the session online, continue in classrooms and come back online, or be done 
entirely in class or entirely online. 

For the courses that will be given online, the following formula will be preferred by the professor: 
there will be a synchronous presentation on class evenings on Adobe Connect (audio only), for 
about an hour; this will be a summary of what the students will discover in their Brightspace 
notes. This synchronous presentation will allow students to ask their questions and encourage an 
audio dialogue. In addition, on Brightspace, the professor will have submitted for each evening of 
online lessons, a short video presentation (more in-depth than the discussion on Adobe Connect) 
as well as detailed notes from the course. 

There will be no three-hour video, on the contrary, the student will have to complete his or her 
training by reading detailed notes on Brightspace and in the recommended manual if one will be 
available online. (The recommended book although not essential is recommended for the 
course). 

Otherwise, if the situation allows, the course will be presented either mainly in the form of 
classroom lectures. 



Evaluation Method 

Mid Term exam take-home, (40%) 24h (Non-prejudicial exam); Students will have 24 hours to 
submit either their answers to essay questions or to multiple choice questions on Brightspace (to 
be determined later). The text of this exam will correspond to an exam that would normally be 
done in class for two hours. 

Final exam also a take-home exam (60%) 24h (prejudicial- meaning it will count for 60 to 100% of 
the mark, depending on the results of the mid-term); Students will have 24 hours to submit either 
their answers to essay questions or to multiple choice questions on Brightspace (to be 
determined later). The text of this exam will correspond to an exam that would normally be done 
in class for a duration of three hours. 

In both cases, these are open book exams to be take-home exams. 

Reading Material 

• The Quebec Civil Code, S.Q. 1991, c. 64, as amended and related statutes,  

• Quebec Contract Law,  by S. Grammond, A Debruche & Y Campagnolo,  (Montreal, Wilson 
& Lafleur, latest edition). 

 

 
 


